This paper reports on recent accomplishments and ongoing work of the ATLAS Planar Pixel Sensors R&D project. Special attention is given in particular to new testbeam results obtained with highly irradiated sensors, developments in the field of slim and active edges and first steps towards prototypes of future pixel modules.
high production yield at a limited cost. The experience achieved 
57
More recently, further optimisation in the number of the 58 guard-rings has been achieved in both n-in-n and n-in-p produc-
59
tions, allowing to reduce the size of the inefficient region down thus showing that the concept works (see Fig. 3 ).
80
The beam-test analysis indicates that a hit efficiency of poly-silicon [6, 7] . The uniformity of the poly-silicon filling is 
108
The sensors are presently being bump-bonded to ATLAS FE-
109
I4 chips to be analysed at beam-tests. cess allows to control the potential across the sidewall, minimis-120 ing the edge current (see Fig. 9 ) [13] .
121
Further investigations are under way to determine the be-
122
haviour of the sensors treated with SCP after radiation damage. and they will be characterised with beam-tests.
143
Alternative low-cost bonding technologies as the IBM C4NP
144
[15] are also being evaluated by the ATLAS PPS Collaboration. and Micron (see Fig. 11 ) [18] . Some of the multi-chip mod- 
